
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of account executive, commercial.
To join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications.

Responsibilities for account executive, commercial

Have fun and get along with our team
Use insights and a consultative selling approach to teach prospective and
existing customers about increasing their overall Cyber Security Maturity
Portfolio
Effectively design and execute a business plan, territory plan, account plans
and opportunity plans to maximize revenue within assigned selling patch
Successfully manage sales opportunities through all stages of the sales cycle,
from prospecting to closing of the opportunity’s
Engage prospects and customers in dialogues related to business process
and growth, including their planned and potential needs
Exceed monthly and quarterly sales KPIs and quotas
Execute detailed product presentations and demonstrations of our Cyber
Security Solutions Suite to C-level executives and decision makers
Travel to territory for on-site meetings, QBRs, and industry events when
needed
Leverage our CRM Salesforce.com and other tools to track the success of
each program and opportunity
Meet and exceed the sales metrics and thresholds outlined for their role

Qualifications for account executive, commercial

Bachelor’s degree (preferred but not required) or equivalent education with

Example of Account Executive, Commercial Job
Description
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Must be able to execute with a high level of service in a challenging and ever-
changing environment
Must possess the energy, determination and service attitude required to
translate daily customer interactions into new revenue
Must possess the ability to analyze, comprehend, and translate numbers and
reporting into actionable plans to meet or exceed monthly revenue quota
Must possess excellent communication skills and have the ability to develop
and deliver meaningful and concise presentations to any audience
Must have a valid driver’s license, adequate automobile insurance coverage
and must have appropriate working vehicle for transportation


